Ascension
Overseas Territory of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland

Postcode type and position
7 alphanumeric characters below the locality name, with a space before the last three.

Coding method
Single postcode for the whole territory

ASCN 1ZZ

Address format
A correct postal address must contain a minimum of information needed for correct sorting and delivery, and will include a number of the following elements:

Addressee identification
Building
Thoroughfare
LOCALITY
POSTCODE
ASCENSION

The postcode must be written in capitals on the last (domestic) or penultimate (international) line of the address. It should appear on its own on a separate line, should not be underlined and should contain no punctuation. A one-character space should separate the two parts of the postcode.

Example
Mr. W.D. Awake
2 Main Street
GEORGETOWN
ASCN 1ZZ
ASCENSION

Address Management Unit
Fourth Floor
Slindon Street
PORTSMOUTH
PO1 1AF
UNITED KINGDOM

Contact
Royal Mail
Tél.: (+44 23) 92 88 27 78
Fax: (+44 23) 92 88 27 01
E-mail: address.management@royalmail.co.uk
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